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ABSTRACT
We present high time-resolution multicolour observations of the quiescent soft
X-ray transient XTEJ1118+480 obtained with ULTRACAM. Superimposed on the
double-humped continuum g ′ and i ′-band lightcurves are rapid flare events which
typically last a few minutes. The power density spectrum of the lightcurves can be
described by a broken power–law model with a break frequency at ∼2mHz or a power–
law model plus a broad quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO) at ∼2mHz. In the context
of the cellular-automaton we estimate the size of the quiescent advection-dominated
flow (ADAF) region to be ∼ 104 Schwarzschild radii, similar to that observed in other
quiescent black hole X-ray transients, suggesting the same underlying physics. The
similarites between the low/hard and quiescent state PDS suggest a similar origin for
the optical and X-ray variability, most likely from regions at/near the ADAF.
Key words: accretion, accretion disc – binaries: close – stars: individual:
XTEJ1118+480
1 INTRODUCTION
X-ray transients (XRTs) are a subset of low-mass X-ray bi-
naries (LMXBs) that display episodic, dramatic X-ray and
optical outbursts, usually lasting for several months. More
than 70 percent of XRTs are thought to contain black holes
(Charles & Coe 2003).
The XRTXTEJ1118+480 was discovered by the RXTE
All Sky Monitor on 2000 March 29 (Remillard et al. 2000).
Given its very high Galactic latitude (b = +62 degrees)
and correspondingly low interstellar absorption (NH ∼ 1.2×
1020 cm−2), it was possible to observe the multi-wavelength
spectrum including the soft X-ray and extreme ultraviolet
during outburst (Hynes et al. 2000; McClintock et al. 2001;
Chaty et al. 2003). Throughout this time, XTEJ1118+480
remained in the low/hard state, characteristic of an ac-
creting black hole binary. A power–law spectrum with
an index of -1.7 was seen extending out to 120 keV
(Wilson & McCollough 2000; Frontera et al. 2001) with a
⋆ E-mail: tsh@ll.iac.es
similar spectral index to CygX–1 in the low/hard state
(Remillard et al. 2000). Faint associated radio emission was
detected at 6.2mJy and interpreted in terms of a steady
radio jet (Fender et al. 2001).
A 13th magnitude optical counterpart was promptly
identified (Uemura, Kato & Yamaoka 2001) and its optical
spectrum was typical of a black hole X-ray transient in
outburst (Garcia et al. 2000). A 4.1 hr weak optical photo-
metric modulation was discovered (Cook et al. 2000), most
likely due to superhumps, i.e. disc precession (Uemura et al.,
2002). By late November 2000, XTEJ1118+480 was nearly
in quiescence and optical radial velocity studies led to
the determination of the large binary mass function,
f(M)=6.1±0.3M⊙, thereby establishing that the compact
object is a black hole (Wagner et al. 2001; McClintock et al.
2001; Torres et al. 2004). XTEJ1118+480 has the shortest
known orbital period for an XRT of 4.08 hr (Zurita et al.
2002), the spectral type of the secondary star is ap-
proximately K5V (Wagner et al. 2001; McClintock et al.
2001; McClintock et al. 2003) and the binary inclination
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Figure 1a. The de-reddened “slow” g ′ (top panel) and i ′-band (bottom panel) lightcurves of XTEJ1118+480, phase-folded using the
ephemeris given in McClintock et al. (2003); phase 0.0 is defined as inferior conjunction of the secondary star. The asterisk marks the
typical uncertainty in the data. In order to show the short-term flare more clearly, we also show the lightcurve binned to a time-resolution
of 35 s. In each panel we also show the lightcurve of a comparison star of similar magnitude to XTEJ1118+480.
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Figure 1b. The de-reddened phase-folded “fast” i ′-band lightcurve of XTEJ1118+480 (bottom). In order to show the short-term flare
more clearly, we also show the lightcurve binned to a time-resolution of 5 s. The asterisk marks the typical uncertainty in the data. The
top lightcurve is of a comparison star of similar magnitude to XTEJ1118+480.
of the system is high, i ∼80 degrees (Wagner et al. 2001;
Zurita et al. 2002).
Black hole X-ray transients are known to exhibit five
distinct X-ray spectral states, distinguished by the presence
or absence of a soft blackbody component at 1 keV and the
luminosity and spectral slope of emission at harder ener-
gies; the quiescent, low, intermediate, high and very high
state (Tanaka & Shibazaki 1996). Four of them are success-
fully explained with the advection dominated accretion flow
(ADAF) model (Narayan, McClintock & Yi 1996; Esin, Mc-
Clintock & Narayan 1997). In the context of the ADAF
model, properties similar to the low/hard state are expected
for the quiescent state, as there is no distinction between the
two except that the mass accretion rate is much higher and
the size of the ADAF region is smaller for the former state.
Unlike the transition between the low/hard and
high/soft (thermal-dominant) state, where there is a re-
configuration of the accretion flow (Esin et al. 1997), there
is no observational evidence for a transition between the
low/hard and quiescent states. In both these states, the
ADAF model predicts that the inner edge of the disc
is truncated at some large radius, with the interior re-
gion filled by an ADAF. Strong evidence for such a trun-
cated disc is provided by observations of XTEJ1118+480
in the low/hard state during outburst (Hynes et al. 2000;
McClintock et al. 2001; Esin et al. 2001; Chaty et al. 2003),
where the disc has an inner radius of >55 Schwarzschild
radii (Rsch) and a hot optically-thin plasma in the inner re-
gions. With XTEJ1118+480 now in quiescence, the ADAF
model predicts that the inner disc edge will move outward
to larger radii (Esin et al. 1997). Indeed, McClintock et al.
(2003) recently fit the X-ray/UV/optical quiescent spectrum
of XTEJ1118+480 and found that it has a hard X-ray spec-
trum with a spectral photon index of ∼2, and an optical/UV
continuum that resembles a 13,000 K blackbody disc spec-
trum with several strong emission lines superimposed. They
presented a two-component accretion flow model, an interior
region where the flow is advection-dominated and emits in
X-rays, and an exterior accretion disc truncated at a tran-
sition radius of Rtr ∼ 10
4 Rsch that is responsible for most
of the optical/UV spectrum.
Here we report on our high-time resolution multi-colour
optical observations of XTEJ1118+480 in quiescence. We
determine the quiescent PDS, compare it to the X-ray
low/hard state PDS and determine the size of the ADAF
region in quiescence. These observations are part of a con-
tinuous campaign with ULTRACAM to obtain high-time
resolution photometry of X-ray binaries.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Multi-colour photometric observations of XTEJ1118+480
were obtained with ULTRACAM on the 4.2-m William Her-
schel Telescope atop La Palma during the period 2003 June
6 to 8. ULTRACAM is an ultra-fast, triple-beam CCD cam-
era, where the light is split into three broad-band colours
(blue, green and red) by two dichroics. The detectors are
back-illuminated, thinned, E2V frame-transfer 1024×1024
CCDs with a pixel scale of 0.3 arcsecs/pixel. Due to the ar-
chitecture of the CCDs the dead-time is essentially zero (for
further details see Dhillon & Marsh 2001).
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Table 1. Properties of the flares. vobs is the spectroscopic veiling,
v
′
d is the contribution to the non-variable disc light, z¯f and σz
are the mean flare flux and its standard deviation respectively.
σ∗z = σz/v
′
d and η is the fraction of the average veiling due to the
flares (Zurita et al. 2003).
band vobs v
′
d z¯f σz σ
∗
z η
g ′ 40%1 39.9% 0.0007 0.0011 0.0027 0.2%
i ′ - - 0.0036 0.0050 - -
1 Torres et al. (2004)
Our observations were taken using the Sloan u ′, g ′ and
i ′ filters with effective wavelengths of 3550 A˚ , 4750 A˚ and
7650 A˚ respectively. For the first 2 nights (June 6 to 7), we
used an exposure time of 11.65 s, which was sufficient to
give reasonable count rates in the g ′ and i ′ bands. Given
the faintness of the object (V=19.5) and the short exposure
times, few counts were obtained in the u ′ band. On the last
night (June 8) we decreased the exposure time to 1.65 s, but
only data in the i ′ band were usable. Hereafter, we will refer
to the data taken with exposure times of 11.65 s and 1.65 s
as the “slow” and “fast” data, respectively.
The ULTRACAM pipeline reduction procedures were
used to debias and flat-field the data. The same pipeline was
also used to obtain lightcurves for XTEJ1118+480 and sev-
eral comparison stars by extracting the counts using aper-
ture photometry. The most reliable results were obtained
using a large aperture with a radius of 1.8 arcsec. The count
ratio of XTE J1118+480 with respect to the local stan-
dard (2.28 ′′North 3.75 ′′ East of XTEJ1118+480 with sim-
ilar colour to our target) was then determined. The magni-
tude of XTEJ1118+480 was then obtained using the cali-
brated magnitude of the local standard. As a check of the
photometry and systematics in the reduction procedure, we
also extracted lightcurves of a comparison star similar in
brightness to the target. The mean g ′ and i ′ band magni-
tudes of XTEJ1118+480 are 21.00 and 19.04 respectively
and the rms are 14% and 11% respectively. We estimate
the photometric accuracy to be 7.1 and 5.5 percent for the
“slow”g ′ and i ′ band respectively and 6.0 percent for the
“fast”i ′ band data.
3 THE SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY
It is clear that the optical lightcurve of XTEJ1118+480
(Figure 1a, 1b) is dominated by the secondary star’s el-
lipsoidal, which is not linked to the short-term variabil-
ity/flares (Zurita, Casares & Shahbaz 2003, Hynes et al.
2003a, Shahbaz et al. 2003b). Therefore if we want to de-
termine the flux of the flares, these “steady” contribu-
tions must first be removed from the lightcurves. In or-
der to isolate the short-term variability in each band. we
first de-reddened the observed magnitudes using a colour
excess of E(B-V)=0.017 (Chaty et al. 2003) and the ratio
AV/E(B−V )=3.1 (Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis 1989), giv-
ing g ′ and i ′ extinction values of 0.06 and 0.04 mags re-
spectively and then converted the Sloan AB magnitudes to
flux density (Fukugita et al. 1996). We then fitted a double
sinusoid to the lower-envelope of the lightcurve with peri-
Figure 2. (a) The flare de-reddened flux density g ′ (top panel)
and i ′-band (bottom panel) lightcurves of XTEJ1118+480 ob-
tained by subtracting a fit to the lower-envelope of the lightcurves
in Figure 1. For clarity, the flare lightcurves have been binned
by a factor of 3 (i.e. a time-resolution of 35 s). The uncertain-
ties in the g ′ and i ′ binned lightcurves are 3.6×10−4 mJy and
1.3×10−3 mJy, respectively. (b) Detailed plots of some individual
flares in the i ′-band lightcurve.
ods equal to the orbital period and its first harmonic, where
the phasing was allowed to float free. We rejected points
more than 3-σ above the fit, then refitted, repeating the
procedure until no new points were rejected (Zurita et al.
2003; Hynes et al. 2003a). The resulting lightcurves did not
show any long-term structure, suggesting that any contami-
nation from a superhumpmodulation is weak; at the<0.50%
level. As one can see from Figure 2, there are numerous
rapid flare events, which typically last 5min or less. The
parameters of the flares as defined by Zurita et al. (2003)
are given in Table 1. Using these flare lightcurves we de-
termined the flux density ratio fg′/fi′ and the equivalent
blackbody radius RBB. To determine the colour tempera-
ture corresponding to a given flux density ratio, we inte-
grated blackbody functions with the CCD and Sloan filter
response functions and then determined the fg′/fi′ flux den-
sity ratio. Given this blackbody temperature we can then
determine the corresponding radius of the region that pro-
duces the observed de-reddened flux at a distance of 1.7 kpc
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Figure 3. In the top panel we show some i ′-band flare profiles
shown in Figure 2(b), re-binned by a factor of 3 for clarity. The
middle panel shows the flux density ratio fg′/fi′ and the bottom
panel shows the projected blackbody radius of the region produc-
ing the flares.
(Chaty et al. 2003). Typically, the flares have fg′/fi′ ∼ 0.20,
similar to the flares in V404Cyg (Shahbaz et al. 2003b)
and RBB ∼ 0.10 R⊙. (see Figure 3). Following the method
described in Shahbaz et al. (2003b), we estimate the ratio
fg′/fi′ ∼ 0.20 ± 0.10 corresponds to a LTE slab of hydrogen
with a temperature of ∼3500±500K.
4 THE POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM
To compute the power density spectrum (PDS) of the “slow”
and “fast” data, we detrended the data using the dou-
ble sinusoid fit described in the previous section and then
added the mean flux level of the data. Although the UL-
TRACAM sampling is perfectly uniform, we use the Lomb-
Scargle method to compute the periodograms (Press et al.
1992) with the same normalization method as is commonly
used in X-ray astronomy, where the power is normalized
to the fractional root mean amplitude squared per hertz
(van der Klis 1994). We used the constraints imposed by the
Nyquist frequency and the typical duration of each obser-
vation and binned and fitted the PDS in logarithmic space
(Papadakis & Lawrence 1993), where the errors in each bin
are determined from the standard deviation of the points
within each bin. The white noise level was subtracted by
Figure 4. The PDS of XTEJ1118+480. From top to bottom:
“slow” g ′ and i ′ PDS, and the “fast” i ′ PDS. There is a vertical
offset between the spectra. The solid line is a fit with a broken
power–law and the dashed line is a fit with a power–law+QPO
model. A QPO at ∼2mHz is noticeable in all the spectra.
fitting the highest frequencies with a white-noise (constant)
plus red-noise (power–law) model.
In Figure 4, we show the PDS which can be described by
a broken power–law model or a power–law model + quasi-
periodic oscillation (QPO). One can see suggestions of a
broad QPO in all the PDS, at ∼2mHz and/or a break at
∼2mHz. Note that the “slow”g ′ and i ′ PDS are not inde-
pendent, being simultaneous, but the “fast”i ′ is indepen-
dent, and shows the same (even stronger) feature. Table 2
gives the fitted properties of the PDS. The Q-factor, defined
as the centroid frequency divided by the FWHM of the peak
in the PDS. Given that the QPO has Q>3, in the following
sections we will refer to the possible QPO as a ”broad QPO”
We tested the significance of the models to describe the
PDS using a Monte Carlo simulation similar to Hynes et al.
(2003a). We generated lightcurves with exactly the same
sampling and integration times as the real data. We started
with a model for the ellipsoidal modulation, calculated using
the X-ray binary model described in Shahbaz et al. (2003a)
with the parameters given in section 3. To this we added
a model noise lightcurve generated using a power–law in-
dex of –1.0, a break-frequency at 1mHz, calculated using
the method of Timmer & Koenig (1995), or a broad QPO
at 2mHz with similar strength as observed in the “slow”
PDS. We then added Gaussian noise using the errors de-
rived from the photometry. We calculated 1000 simulated
lightcurves and analyzed them in exactly the same way as
c© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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Table 2. Fitted properties of the optical PDS for XTEJ1118+480.
PDS Slope Break-freq. QPO FWHM rms Q
(mHz) (mHz) (mHz) (%)
“slow” i ′
PLB 1.8±0.2 1.9±0.5 - - - -
PL+QPO 1.4±0.2 - 2.2±0.3 0.7±0.8 3.1 3.1
“slow” g ′
PLB 2.9±0.3 1.0±0.7 - - - -
PL+QPO 1.9±0.2 - 2.1±0.2 0.8±0.3 5.4 2.6
“fast” i ′
PLB 2.3±0.2 1.9±0.3 - - - -
PL+QPO 1.7±0.2 - 2.4±0.4 0.5±1.3 1.9 4.8
∗PL refers to power–law fit of the form P ∝ να;
PLB refers to a power–law break and broad QPO refers to a quasi-periodic oscillation;
”rms” refers to the fractional root-mean squared amplitude; ”Q” refers to the quality factor.
for the real data. We created individual PDS with the same
logarithmic frequency binning used for the data. With the
1-σ confidence levels, we found that the broken power–law
and the power–law + QPO model produced a PDS that
matched the observations equally (see Figure 5). We there-
fore conclude that given the uncertainties in the data, the
PDS can be described by either the broken power–law or a
power–law + broad QPO model.
5 THE BREAK FREQUENCY
Most models for the observed optical and X-ray vari-
ability from an accretion disc around a black hole [see
Wallinder, Kato & Abramowicz (1992) for a review] can
produce periodic or quasi-periodic time variations. To repro-
duce the observed X-ray fluctuations, the physical quanti-
ties of the disc must change abruptly and in order to explain
the observed 1/f-like fluctuations, a smooth distribution of
flares on a variety of time-scales is required. Here we outline
the two most attractive mechanisms to produce the 1/f-like
fluctuations in X-ray binaries and cataclysmic variables.
5.1 The self-organized criticality model
Mineshige, Ouchi & Nishimori (1994a) proposed a cellular-
automaton model using the concept of self-organized criti-
cality of Bak, Tang & Wiesenfeld (1988) to explain the ob-
served 1/f-like X-ray fluctuations in X-ray binaries. In their
model, the accretion disc comprises of two parts: an outer
disc where the disc material smoothly drifts inwards, and
an inner disc which suffers an instability. Gas particles
are randomly injected into the inner regions of the accre-
tion disc around a black hole. The system then evolves to
and stays in a self-organized critical state in spite of ran-
dom mass injections. Mass accretion occurs either by an
avalanche, which is triggered when the mass density of the
disc exceeds some critical value, or by gradual gas diffusion
(Mineshige, Takeuchi & Nishimori 1994b).
Manmoto et al. (1996) and Takeuchi & Mineshige
(1997) took this work further and investigated the response
of an advection-dominated disc to an assumed thermal per-
turbation, producing models in which such X-ray shots could
be continuously created. Since the standard-disc cannot ex-
plain the long time-scale of the observed X-ray fluctua-
tions, an advection-dominated disc is favoured, since it is
characterized by low-emissivity and a large infall velocity.
The main energy release occurs by sporadic reconnection
events (Haswell, Tajima & Sakai 1992), leading to magnetic
eruptions, similar to solar flares. Magnetic energy is stored
and released in an avalanche. They found that the opti-
cally thin solutions, dominated by advection (Ichimaru 1977;
Narayan & Yi 1994), could produce persistent, but fluctuat-
ing hard X-ray emission. Assuming that a disturbance is pro-
duced by some critical behavior in the disc, they successfully
reproduce the 1/f-like fluctuations at high frequencies and
also the break in the PDS at low frequencies, as seen in the
PDS of X-ray binaries. The range in frequency over which
the 1/f-like fluctuations are observed, depends on the size
of the ADAF region of the disc. Beyond the ADAF region
(in the outer disc regions), matter accretes smoothly via the
usual viscous diffusion process, thus producing white-noise.
The break-frequency is determined by the maximum
peak intensity of the X-ray shots which is on the order
of the size of the advection-dominated region, and corre-
sponds to the inverse of the free-fall time-scale of the largest
avalanches (Takeuchi, Mineshige & Negoro 1995) at the ra-
dius of the ADAF region (Rcrit). As shown in equation 13
of Takeuchi et al. (1995)
Rcrit
Rsch
∼ 103.2
(
fbreak
0.1
)−2/3 ( MX
10M⊙
)−2/3
(1)
where Rsch = 2GMX/c
2 is the Schwarzschild radius for a
black hole with mass MX. However, it should be noted that
the break frequency depends not only on the size of the
ADAF region but also on the propagation speed of the per-
turbation (Mineshige priv. comm.). Since the perturbation
velocity should be less than the free-fall velocity, the free-fall
velocity gives an upper limit to the size of the ADAF. Using
MX=7.2M⊙and the fbreak ∼2mHz observed in quiescence
(section 4), we find Rcrit < 3× 10
4 Rsch (=0.9R⊙).
5.2 The fluctuating viscosity model
Lyubarskii (1997) considered an ADAF disc and showed that
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Figure 5. Top: The results of the Monte Carlo simulation for a
PDS consisting of a broken power–law model. The dotted lines
show the 1-σ confidence region for individual points obtained by
computing 1000 simulations (see text). Bottom: same as above
but for a power–law + broad QPO model.
the 1/f-like fluctuations in the accretion rate (and thus lu-
minosity) near the inner radius of the disc can in principle
be caused by the viscosity fluctuating independently (most
likely due to a magnetic dynamo) at different radii on the
local viscous time-scale. Lyubarskii (1997) was able to re-
produce a power–law PDS with a frequency break given by
the Keplerian accretion time-scale τ = (αΩ−1K ), where ΩK
is the Keplerian angular velocity and α is the dimension-
less viscosity parameter (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). For an
observed break-frequency of 2mHz, this corresponds to an
ADAF with an outer disc radius of ∼ 104 Rsch.
Figure 6. The quiescent optical (“slow” i ′) and low/hard state
X-ray PDS of XTEJ1118+480 (taken from Hynes et al. 2003b).
Note the shift in the break-frequency and broad QPO. The solid
lines are broken power–law fits.
Recently, King et al. (2004) have shown how the local
magnetic dynamo in the disc can also affect the disc evo-
lution. Angular momentum losses due to a disc wind/jet
can significantly drive the accretion rate in systems which
are in a jet-dominated state (Fender, Gallo & Jonker 2003).
King et al. (2004) consider an accretion disc in which a mag-
netic dynamo generates the viscosity, but also occasionally
produces a well-ordered poloidal field which affects the ac-
cretion rate by driving a wind/jet (Livio, Pringle & King
2003). The luminosity arises from viscous dissipation in the
disc after allowing for the energy removed by a wind/jet,
and produces a 1/f-like PDS and a break-frequency given
by the magnetic alignment time-scale at the inner disc edge.
However, it should be noted that in their models the disc
extends to the last stable orbit around a black hole, as is
the case for the X-ray high/soft thermal dominant state.
Although this is an attractive model, because in principle
the same model could be used to explain the flickering in
cataclysmic variables, it is clear that it needs to be adapted
to include an ADAF in the low/hard or quiescent states.
6 THE LOW-FREQUENCY ∼2MHZ BROAD
QPO
During the outburst of XTEJ1118+480 a
∼0.08Hz QPO was reported in the X-rays
(Revnivtsev, Sunyaev & Borozdin 2000) and subsequently
confirmed by ASCA data (Yamaoka et al. 2000) as well
as RXTE observations (Wood et al. 2000). Simultane-
ous RXTE/HST observations showed a similar QPO
(Haswell et al. 2000) and that the variability in the X-rays
c© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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and optical/UV bands were correlated (Hynes et al. 2003b).
In Figure 4 there is a suggestion of a broad QPO in the
quiescent simultaneous “slow” g ′ and i ′ PDS and the
independent “fast” i ′ PDS at ∼2mHz.
In the context of a two-component accretion flow model
(Narayan et al. 1996; Narayan, Barret & McClintock 1997)
an ADAF has turbulent gas at all radii, with a variety of
time-scales, ranging from a slow time-scale at the transition
radius down to nearly the free-fall time close to the black
hole. Interactions between the hot inner ADAF and the cool,
outer disc, at or near the transition radius, can be a source
of optical QPO variability, due to synchrotron emission by
the hot electrons in the ADAF, and would have a character-
istic time-scale given by a multiple of the Keplerian rotation
period at the transition radius. If we assume that the 2mHz
broad QPO observed in the PDS is the dynamical time-
scale at the transition radius, then the transition radius lies
at ∼8000Rsch.
7 DISCUSSION
Band-limited noise and QPO’s are a common fea-
ture in the low/hard state XRTs and many LMXBs
(McClintock & Remillard 2003). Indeed, observations of
XTEJ1118+480 in the low/hard state reveal the presence
of band-limited noise at X-ray and optical/UV wavelengths
(Hynes et al. 2003b). For comparison, in Figure 6 we show
the low/hard state X-ray PDS of XTEJ1118+480 along with
our optical quiescent PDS (section 4). The low/hard state
X-ray PDS shows a low-frequency break at 23mHz and a
QPO at ∼80mHz, whereas the optical quiescent PDS shows
either a break at a much lower frequency of ∼ 2mHz or
a broad QPO at ∼2mHz. It is interesting to compare the
optical and X-ray PDS assuming that the optical PDS can
be described by either a break-frequency or a broad QPO
model. The position of the quiescent optical broad QPO is
a factor of ∼40 lower than the low/hard state QPO, and
the quiescent optical break-frequency is ∼12 lower than the
low/hard state break-frequency. The presence of the possi-
ble break-frequency or a broad QPO (possibly with a mul-
tiple frequency ratio) provides evidence that we are seeing
the same phenomenon in outburst. The similarity between
the low/hard and quiescent state PDS suggest that the op-
tical variability could have a similar origin to the X-ray
PDS and might be associated with the size of the direct
emission from the self-absorbed synchrotron emission arising
from an advective-dominated flow (see Narayan & Yi 1994
and references therein) or from optically thin synchrotron
emission directly from a jet (Markoff, Falcke & Fender 2001;
Fender, Gallo & Jonker 2003). The quiescent state would
have a larger ADAF region than in the low/hard state.
The slope of the g ′ PDS is steeper than the slope of
the i ′ PDS, in contrast to what is observed in V404Cyg
(Shahbaz et al. 2003b). This difference could be due to ei-
ther more low-frequency disc variability in g ′ compared to i ′
or more high-frequency variability in i ′ compared to g ′. The
latter would arise if there were more high frequency variabil-
ity in i ′ from the inner disk, such as from the synchrotron
emission arising from the ADAF.
The low/hard and quiescent states of the XRTs are of-
ten interpreted as having a truncated disc with an ADAF
central region. An ADAF model has been successfully ap-
plied to XTEJ1118+480 (McClintock et al. 2001; Esin et al.
2001; Chaty et al. 2003). With spectral coverage which in-
cludes X-rays, Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) and radio, model
fits to the spectral energy distribution in the low/hard state
suggests an ADAF inner radius of 350Rsch (Chaty et al.
2003). Recently McClintock et al. (2003) have determined
the multi-wavelength X-ray/UV/optical quiescent spectrum
of XTEJ1118+480 and find that the spectrum has two com-
ponents explained by an ADAF in the disc interior with a
radius of ∼ 104 Rsch, and an optical/UV continuum that
resembles a 13,000 K disc blackbody model spectrum with
a radius of 1500Rsch arising from the disc/stream impact
region.
The exterior accretion disc truncated at a radius of
Rtr ∼ 10
4 Rsch is responsible for a substantial fraction of
the optical/UV spectrum. Although an ADAF of this large
size fits the X-ray data it does not produce a significant
UV/optical component (Narayan et al. 1997). Furthermore,
a significant ADAF contribution to the optical/UV emis-
sion is ruled out because of (1) the presence of broad emis-
sion lines; (2) the Planckian shape of the optical/UV con-
tinuum spectrum, and (3) the large orbital modulation of
the NUV continuum which cannot be attributed to syn-
chrotron emission from an ADAF. For the models outlined
in sections 5 and 6 we also find a quiescent ADAF radius
of Rcrit ∼ 10
4 Rsch, comparable to the size of the quiescent
ADAF region in the black hole A0620–00 and V404Cyg,
suggesting that the size of the ADAF region is determined
by the same underlying physical mechanism, such as viscos-
ity and inner disc temperature.
In section 3 we determined the blackbody colour and
radius of the short-term rapid flares. We find that the flares
have a blackbody temperature of ∼3500K and a radius of
∼0.10R⊙(=3200Rsch), which is larger and cooler than the
size and temperature of the gas stream/disc impact region
determined by McClintock et al. (2003). Most probably the
short-term flares arise from all regions in the outer parts
of the disc. However, it should be noted that Torres et al.
(2004) find no evidence for a bright spot (disc/stream impact
region) from their optical spectroscopy taken in Jan 2003;
a 13,000 K spectrum (McClintock et al. 2003) is not enough
to produce Balmer emission lines. It could be that the mass
transfer from the secondary star has reduced considerably
and so the parameters for the short-term rapid flares we
derive could be consistent with an origin from the bright
spot. Only high-time resolution spectroscopic observations
can resolve this issue.
7.1 Quiescent state models
Although the quiescent thermal ADAF model, which pre-
dicts a curvature in the X-ray spectrum primarily because
of the assumption of a thermal (power–law) energy distribu-
tion for the electrons (Esin et al. 1997; Esin et al. 1998), is
consistent with the observed X-ray data (McClintock et al.
2003), it should be noted that given the quality of the data,
a power–law model as predicted by an ADAF with non-
thermal electrons cannot be ruled out. The quiescent op-
tical/UV data suggests a 13,000 K multi-colour blackbody
spectrum, arising from the accretion disc and/or where the
gas stream impacts the disc. In principle a jet model, such
c© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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as the one presented by Markoff, Falcke & Fender (2001)
for XTEJ1118+480 in the low/hard state, could be mod-
ified and applied to the quiescent optical/X-ray data shown
in McClintock et al. (2003). Since the jet model is a non-
thermal model, one would expect it to predict a power–law
spectrum in the X-ray band, which would be consistent with
the data.
In the context of a jet model, it could be that the qui-
escent infrared/optical spectrum of XTEJ1118+480 is an
extension of the radio spectrum. If the radio spectrum is
due to self-absorbed synchrotron emission from a conical
jet, then above some frequency (at which the whole jet is
optically thin) there should be a break to an optically thin
synchrotron spectrum. Observations of the low/hard state
X-ray source GX339–4 appears to have identified such a
break in the near-infrared I-band (Corbel & Fender 2002).
For GX339–4 the X-ray spectrum seems to lie on an extrap-
olation of the non-thermal component. Looking at quiescent
optical/X-ray SED of XTEJ1118+480 (McClintock et al.
2003), it seems difficult to describe the X-ray as a con-
tinuation of the optical data. For XTEJ1118+480 a simi-
lar two-component quiescent SED overlapping in the opti-
cal/infrared, with an additional Planckian component due
to an accretion disc may be expected, as is indeed predicted
by the jet models (Markoff, Falcke & Fender 2001), but it is
clear that quiescent data at radio and infrared wavelengths
are needed before any firm conclusions can be drawn.
8 CONCLUSION
We present ULTRACAM observations of the quiescent soft
X-ray transient XTEJ1118+480. Superimposed on the g ′
and i ′-band ellipsoidal lightcurves are rapid flare events, the
PDS of which can be described by either a broken power–
law model with a break frequency at ∼2mHz or a power–
law model plus a broad quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO) at
∼2mHz. In either caase, the size of the quiescent ADAF
region is esimated to be ∼ 104 Schwarzschild radii, sim-
ilar to that observed in other quiescent black hole X-ray
transients. The similarities between that the low/hard state
PDS (80mHz QPO and a ∼23mHz break-frequency) with
the quiescent state optical PDS suggest a similar origin for
the optical and X-ray variability, most likely from regions
at/near the ADAF region.
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